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TREVELYAN COLLEGE JCR MINUTES 
JCR Executive Committee Meeting 2022 

7th June 2022, 6:45pm, hybrid 
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PRESENT 

Alannah Life  President 
Mudit Tulsianey Vice President 
Clementina Vong International Rep 
Emma Rohe   Welfare Officer 
George Little  Treasurer 
Grace Moore  Services Officer 
Jim Lin   Social Chair 
Roshni Vachhani Publicity Officer 
Sara Westerhuis Buttery Chair 
Thomas Hewitt Chair 
William Brown  SU Representative 
Yusuf Alsari  Communities Representative  
Apologies:  
 
 

 

INDIVIDUAL REPORTS 

 
AL: For summer ball, we will start handing out (all of us) wristbands during drop ins. So there will be a 
list on paper, make sure people sign for it. If someone is picking up for someone else, need to have 
written (text is okay) confirmation and needs to be signed as well. If someone picks up a wristband it 
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is their responsibility to look after it. If don’t have a wristband on the day, can’t get in. Picking up on 
behalf of other people is okay because a lot of people are guests, so this saves a lot of hassle on the 
day. You are responsible for getting people on coaches (and if sober enough serve breakfast). It is 
going to be an awesome day. If anyone is free on 17th and 18th please let me know, we need 
volunteers for open days. 
 
SW: I cleaned the buttery today and we had the first event which went well. Thursday morning at 8:30 
will be here at college to sort out machines with the engineers. I am leaving next week and lots of 
events ahead!  
 
RV: Meeting minutes are up, newsletter up, map updated, website exec and committees sections 
have been updated.  
 
JL: You will see it all tomorrow.  
 
YA: We had the Beach clean, it was really good. Weather wasn’t the best, a bit cloudy, but all in all 
good. Had a meeting with Hannah to discuss volunteering, going to work to draw up a plan for 
volunteering next year. I did a drop in today, we have a lot of stash yet to be collected.  
 
ER: I went through all the resources in the welfare room, and threw about half of it away because it is 
all outdated.  
 
WB: I have written out a report to be read at the JCR meeting because I won’t be here. 18th- 23rd June 
won’t be contactable, but reachable. 
 
TH: Closed nominations and now screening is underway. Ratification is underway, so if you know 
anyone on any Trevs society execs people to fill it out. Deadline is Sunday for any finance queries, 
otherwise might have to wait until next year. 
 
CV: Trevs Café is Thursday and talking to college staff about planning Trevs International freshers 
week. 
 
GL: Been sorting out payments to people. Have also cashed out for the year, so no more cash 
please. As for ratification, I will look at accounts in August . 
 
GM: Catering committee is Friday, so sent out a survey for feedback today. Had a meeting today to 
sort out final menu plans for formal in the final week. Need to numbers by 17th, so will send out email 
opening forms on Thursday 
 
MT: In terms of awards, just waiting for SCR reps to determine best date for panel to judge the award 
recipient. Most likely 15th June.  
 

TREVS DAY 

 
Discussion about Trevs Day 
 
Jim: Take photos 

 

JCR MEETINGS 

 
TH: JCR Meeting is this Sunday at 6:30pm. All giving exec reports, max 2 minutes (what you have 
been doing, what big plans you have this term). A good opportunity to introduce you to the JCR. Last 
meeting of term and year, and so please do write out you report and email it in to me by midday 
Sunday!  

AL: Warning, this is my last JCR meeting. So will also be giving my year report.  ☹ 

TH: If not here, please send exec report by email by Sunday midday BST. Husts beforehand, please 
be there! Assistant Treasurers (so will need 2 questions from George to send to Alannah and 
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Thomas), Disabilities Rep (Emma to ask a question), Assistant Social Chair (Jim to ask a question). 
Charities (Yusuf to ask a question) 
CV: Disabilities Rep Applicant and Gym Rep Applicant won’t be here.  
Thomas: Oh they need to let me know so I can read out their speech. If absent at the meeting, please 
send questions in. Motion deadline is also Thursday midday. Also, make sure all your Tier 2’s and 
Tier 3’s attend. 

 
 
 
 

AOB 

 
RV: Is the end of season formal only for finalist? 
AL: Finalist is priority but if not in that category, apply quicker. If you can no longer attend the formal you must 

ensure the seat is paid for, whether you find someone to take the seat or not. Failure to do so may result in 

you being banned from future Trevs events. So lets deal with this with a pinning the formal post on the 

facebook, and allowing people to do swaps maybe.   

 
ER: Did you hear back about parenting scheme? 
AL: No, I have been in meetings all day. The aim is to have it announced before leaving for summer so signing 
up is over Summer.  
WB: Can you do it alone? 
AL: You can be  a single parent, couple parent, or a triple parent. 
ER: Who is dealing with it? 
AL: At the moment, president because me and Dorian have experience of parenting scheme. Once it is in 
action, we will eventually hand it over to AWO most likely.  
 
 


